Forests of the Australian Alps (SE Australia) are considered some of the most vulnerable to climate change in the country, with ecosystem collapse considered likely for some due to frequent fire. It is not yet known, however, whether increasing fire frequency may stabilize due to reductions in flammability related to reduced time for fuel accumulation, show no trend, or increase due to positive feedbacks related to vegetation changes. To determine what these trends have been historically, dynamics were measured for 58 years of mapped fire history. The 1.4 million ha forested area was divided into broad formations based on structure and dominant canopy trees, and dynamics were measured for each using flammability ratio, a modification of probability of ignition at a point. Crown fire likelihood was measured for each formation, based on satellite-derived measurements of the 2003 fire effects across a large part of the area. Contrary to popular perception but consistent with mechanistic expectations, all forests exhibited pronounced positive feedbacks. The strongest response was observed in tall, wet forests dominated by Ash-type eucalypts, where, despite a short period of low flammability following fire, post-disturbance stands have been more than eight times as likely to burn than have mature stands. The weakest feedbacks occurred in open forest, although post-disturbance forests were still 1.5 times as likely to burn as mature forests. Apart from low, dry open woodland where there was insufficient data to detect a trend, all forests were most likely to experience crown fire during their period of regeneration. The implications of this are significant for the Alps, as increasing fire frequency has the potential to accelerate by producing an increasingly flammable landscape. These effects may be semi-permanent in tall, wet forest, where frequent fire promotes ecosystem collapse into either the more flammable open forest formation, or to heathland. 
INTRODUCTION

27
The fire season is both lengthening and becoming more severe in Australia, in line with regenerating forest is on average more flammable than mature forest, the frequency and/or data too poor for analysis. Probability of Ignition at a Point (PIP) -probability of a cell burning, and probability of 164 crown fire within a burning cell. The overall feedback was measured from the first of these, 165 whereas the second was used to provide further insight. To find the probability of a cell burning, PIP was calculated using Flammability Ratio FR
171
(Zylstra 2013), as this includes a scaling factor to account for noise produced by small age-172 class samples. Simple PIP is defined as the proportion of a given stand age that is burnt. But Where A b is the area of the age class burnt, and A is the total area of that age class. weaker than that used in the first analysis, due to the possibility of small, highly influential 211 outliers burnt in this very large fire, and to spatial autocorrelation.
213
To account for noise from small outliers, these were identified using Grubbs test (Grubbs formation was removed if p < 0.05 for Grubbs' statistic. To limit the loss to data, a maximum 216 of one outlier constituting less than 0.5% of the area of each formation was removed.
218
To account for spatial autocorrelation, severity measurements were made using a random grid 219 of cells that covered 75% of each formation. (1 + 0.1 ) +1 except LDOW, where the first fire to burn forest of a known age was in 1965 (Appendix S1).
The only significant models in all formations were Burr and the binomial distribution (Table   316 2, Fig. 3 modelled from the full dataset using Burr. OF was significant with the full dataset (p = 0.01),
319
but removal of two outliers constituting 0.007% of the studied burnt area increased this to p = 320 0.0001 (Fig. 3c) . LDOW was only significant if the largest outlier was removed, but removal Further outliers were apparent in some formations such as OF, but were not removed if a 327 function had already been fit with the highest category of significance.
329
Feedback strength was greater than one for all formations, indicating that flammability of 330 regenerating forests was higher than that of mature forests. Final models
343
The mean likelihood of fire per annum L varied only slightly between formations when all 344 ages were combined (Table 4) , however the formations OF and SFW differed notably from 345 the others when age effects were taken into account by finding L f (Fig. 5a.) . This pattern 346 varied again when likelihood of crown fire at a burning site L cb was considered (Fig 5b) , and 347 as a result, the combined function L c produced large differences in the annual likelihood of 348 crown fire at a point (Fig 5c) . to slow wind speeds and resulting fire spread at ground level.
373
The theory that these aspects of plant structure and spatial relationships drive flammability 374 was compared to standard expectations from fuel load, using the biophysical, mechanistic 
634
The Dynamics columns divide the forest into the three age classes young Y (flammability ratio FR < 1),
635
regrowth R (FR ≥ 1), and mature M (second period where FR < 1). The classes Y and R are described by
636
maximum age, and all classes show mean flammability in italics.
638
Two feedback statistics are given; these are young equivalent YE, which is the number of years after fire for 639 which the FR ≤ the mean FR for M, and feedback strength FS, which is the mean FR for regenerating forests (Y
640
and R) divided by the mean FR for M. In all cases, FS is greater than one, indicating that mean flammability of 
648
Where no model could be fit, the mean of the dataset is given as the Null value.
649 650 651 
675
effects vary, depending on the formation. so that in OF, low severity fire can leave the canopy intact, but 676 stimulate ground growth (c), whereas high severity can change both factors (d). In SFW, both low (e) and high
